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SAN DIEGO, Cali. — No one goes out to eat without using Yelp to find the best restaurant so
why do physicians spend over $3 billion a year on medical education that has not been
peer-reviewed?
By using MedForums, physicians, residents, physician assistants, advanced practice providers,
and medical students can now find the best medical education resources by reading reviews
from the people they trust: their peers. MedForums is revolutionizing how medical professionals
choose medical education resources.
MedForums.com is a free medical education resource review site that medical professionals can
use to find the best resources for CME, #FOAMed, MOC, conferences, courses and more. Think
of it like Yelp for the medical community, if physicians are the diners and medical education
resources are the restaurants, physicians can now crowdsource their peers before choosing the
medical education resources they are going to invest their time and money in.
The site launched industry-wide at ACEP 2018 with an overwhelming response from ACEP
attendees.
“As a physician, it is critical to stay up to date on the latest medical content, and we don’t have
time to sort through dozens of websites, Google searches, and Reddit threads to find the best
education resources” explained John Dayton, MD, FACEP, FAAEM, MedForums Founder and
Chief Medical Officer. “I founded MedForums so that my colleagues and I had a one-stop
platform to instantly find the best resources. As MedForums community members, we can
share our experiences and crowdsource our peers to save time and have confidence in the
education we choose.”
With MedForums, medical professionals can ignore the onslaught of flyers, brochures,
postcards, and emails they get from education providers. Instead, they can visit
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MedForums.com and search for resources specific to their specialty and read insights about
that resource from their colleagues.
MedForums also lists free open access medical education, like podcasts as well as provides
links to purchase textbooks or receive discounts to courses.
“We are excited to transport the conversation around medical education resources to the 21st
century by giving physicians, residents, physician assistants, advanced practice providers, and
medical students a global platform to discuss medical education resources,” said Angela
Peterson Dayton, MS, Cheif Executive Officer. “The MedForums community grows stronger as
each member reads reviews, rates resources, and leaves reviews for the resources they have
used. We are thrilled to provide the platform for this revolution!”
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